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ABSTRACT 

The proliferation of cloud computing allows users to flexibly store, re-compute or transfer large generated 

datasets with multiple cloud service providers. However, due to the pay-as-you-go model, the total cost of 

using cloud services depends on the consumption of storage, computation and bandwidth resources which 

are three key factors for the cost of IaaS-based cloud resources. In order to reduce the total cost for data, 

given cloud service providers with different pricing models on their resources, users can flexibly choose a 

cloud service to store a generated dataset, or delete it and choose a cloud service to regenerate it whenever 

reused. However, finding the minimum cost is a complicated yet unsolved problem. In this paper, we 

propose a novel algorithm that can calculate the minimum cost for storing and regenerating datasets in 

clouds, i.e., whether datasets should be stored or deleted, and furthermore where to store or to regenerate 

whenever they are reused. This minimum cost also achieves the best trade-off among computation, storage 

and bandwidth costs in multiple clouds. Comprehensive analysis and rigid theorems guarantee the 

theoretical soundness of the paper, and general (random) simulations conducted with popular cloud service 

providers’ pricing models demonstrate the excellent performance of our approach 

Keywords : Bandwidth, Finite element analysis, Cloud computing, Computational modeling, Data 

models, Algorithm design and analysis, Benchmark testing 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Introduction: 

Cloud storage service is used by many 

web applications, such as online social networks 

and web portals, to provide services to clients all 

over the world. In the web applications, data 

access delay and availability are critical, which 

affect cloud customers’ incomes. Experiments at 

the Amazon portal demonstrated that a small 

increase of 100ms in webpage load time 

significantly reduces user satisfaction, and 

degrades sales by one percent. For a request of 

data retrieval in the web presentation process, the 

typical latency budget inside a storage system is 
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only 50-100ms. In order to reduce data access 

latency, the data requested by client’s needs to be 

handled by datacenters near the clients, which 

requires worldwide distribution of data replicas. 

Also, data replication between datacenters 

enhances data availability since it avoids a high 

risk of service failures due to datacenter failure, 

which may be caused by disasters or power 

shortages. However, a single CSP may not have 

datacenters in all locations needed by a 

worldwide web application. Besides, using a 

single CSP may introduce a data storage vendor 

lock in problem, in which a customer may not be 

free to switch to the optimal vendor due to 

prohibitively high switching costs. 

 
 Purpose: 

We in addition advocate three enhancement 

strategies to reduce the payment price and carrier 

latency: 1) coefficient-based totally statistics 

reallocation; 2) multicast-primarily based 

information moving; and 3) request redirection- 

based congestion manipulate. We eventually 

introduce an infrastructure to allow the 

conduction of the algorithms. Our hint-driven 

experiments on a supercomputing cluster and on 

actual clouds (i.E., Amazon S3, Windows Azure 

Storage, and Google Cloud Storage) display the 

effectiveness of our algorithms for SLO 

guaranteed offerings and client fee minimization. 

 Scope: 

As cloud services grow to span more and 

more globally distributed datacenters, there is an 

increasingly urgent need for automated 

mechanisms to place application data across these 

datacenters. This placement must deal with 

business constraints such as WAN bandwidth 

costs and datacenter capacity limits, while also 

minimizing user-perceived latency. The task of 

placement is further complicated by the issues of 

shared data, data inter-dependencies, application 

changes and user mobility. 

 Motivation: 

We in addition advocate three 

enhancement strategies to reduce the payment 

price and carrier latency: 1) coefficient-based 

totally statistics reallocation; 2) multicast- 

primarily based information moving; and 3) 

request redirection-based congestion manipulate. 

We eventually introduce an infrastructure to 

allow the conduction of the algorithms. Our hint- 

driven experiments on a supercomputing cluster 

and on actual clouds (i.E., Amazon S3, Windows 

Azure Storage, and Google Cloud Storage) 

display the effectiveness of our algorithms for 

SLO guaranteed offerings and client fee 

minimization. 

 Overview: 

Cloud computing has such a fast- 

growing market, more and more cloud service 

providers appear with different rices of 

computation, storage and bandwidth resources. 

As unlimited storage and processing power can 

be easily obtained on-demand from different 

commercial service providers like utilities, users 

have multiple options to cope with the large 

generated application data, Specifically, users 

can store all data in the cloud and simply pay for 
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the storage cost, and alternatively, they can delete 

some data to save the storage cost and pay for the 

computation cost to regenerate them whenever 

they are reused, users can also change to cheaper 

service providers to store or to regenerate data 

with paying for the bandwidth cost for data 

transfer Hence, there is a trade-off among 

computation, storage and bandwidth in clouds, 

where different storage and regeneration 

strategies lead to different total costs for storing 

the generated application data. In light of this, 

users need comprehensive understanding of cost 

in clouds in order to take advantage of the cost- 

effectiveness of cloud. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1.Title: Online Experiments: Lessons Learned 

Author: R. Kohavl and R. Longbotham 

Year:2007 

Description: 

The Web provides an unprecedented 

opportunity to evaluate proposed changes or new 

features quickly using controlled experiments. 

The simplest experiments randomly assign live 

users to one of two variants: the control, which is 

commonly the existing version, and the 

treatment, which is usually a new version being 

evaluated. The overall evaluation criterion can be 

a simple metric that summarizes important 

business goals or a weighted combination of 

metrics, as is often used in credit scores. 

Randomization is too important to be left to 

chance. A common way to maintain user 

experience consistency is to employ a hashing 

function on a user ID stored in a cookie. 

Cryptographic hashes such as MD5 are generally 

the best. Failure to randomize properly can 

confound results when running multiple tests 

simultaneously. The other common mistakes in 

online experiments are launching a feature that is 

statistically significantly different but has little 

business value and launching a feature because it 

doesn't negatively impact users. Online 

experiments, whether they fail or succeed, 

generate insights that can bring a quick return on 

investment and promote innovation. 

2.Title: NetPilot: Automating datacenter network 

failure mitigation 

Author: X. Wu et al 

Year:2012 

Description: 

The soaring demands for always-on and 

fast-response online services have driven modern 

datacenter networks to undergo tremendous 

growth. These networks often rely on scale-out 

designs with large numbers of commodity 

switches to reach immense capacity while 

keeping capital expenses under check. The 

downside is more devices means more failures, 

raising a formidable challenge for network 

operators to promptly handle these failures with 

minimal disruptions to the hosted services. 

Recent research efforts have focused on 

automatic failure localization. Yet, resolving 

failures still requires significant human 

interventions, resulting in prolonged failure 

recovery time. Unlike previous work, NetPilot 

aims to quickly mitigate rather than resolve 

failures. NetPilot mitigates failures in much the 
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same way operators do – by deactivating or 

restarting suspected offending components. 

NetPilot circumvents the need for knowing the 

exact root cause of a failure by taking an 

intelligent trial-and-error approach. The core of 

NetPilot is comprised of an Impact Estimator that 

helps guard against overly disruptive mitigation 

actions and a failure-specific mitigation planner 

that minimizes the number of trials. We 

demonstrate that NetPilot can effectively mitigate 

several types of critical failures commonly 

encountered in production datacenter networks 

3.Title: Volley: Automated data placement for 

geo-distributed cloud services 

Author: S. Agarwal et al., 

Year:2010 

Description: 

As cloud services grow to span more and 

more globally distributed datacenters, there is an 

increasingly urgent need for automated 

mechanisms to place application data across these 

datacenters. This placement must deal with 

business constraints such as WAN bandwidth 

costs and datacenter capacity limits, while also 

minimizing user-perceived latency. The task of 

placement is further complicated by the issues of 

shared data, data inter-dependencies, application 

changes and user mobility. We document these 

challenges by analyzing monthlong traces from 

Microsoft’s Live Messenger and Live Mesh, two 

large-scale commercial cloud services. We 

present Volley, a system that addresses these 

challenges. Cloud services make use of Volley by 

submitting logs of  datacenter requests. Volley 

analyzes the logs using an iterative optimization 

algorithm based on data access patterns and client 

locations, and outputs migration 

recommendations back to the cloud service. To 

scale to the data volumes of cloud service logs, 

Volley is designed to work in SCOPE [5], a 

scalable MapReduce-style platform; this allows 

Volley to perform over 400 machine-hours worth 

of computation in less than a day. We evaluate 

Volley on the month-long Live Mesh trace, and 

we find that, compared to a stateof-the-art 

heuristic that places data closest to the primary IP 

address that accesses it, Volley simultaneously 

reduces datacenter capacity skew by over 2×, 

reduces inter-datacenter traffic by over 1.8× and 

reduces 75th percentile user-latency by over 30% 

4.Title: Selective data replication for online 

social networks with distributed datacenters 

Author: G. Liu, H. Shen, and H. Chandler, 

Year:2013 

Description: 

Though the new OSN model with many 

worldwide distributed small datacenters helps 

reduce service latency, it brings a problem of 

higher inter-datacenter communication load. In 

Facebook, each datacenter has a full copy of all 

data and the master datacenter updates all other 

datacenters, which obviously generates 

tremendous load in this new model. Distributed 

data storage that only stores a user's data to 

his/her geographically-closest datacenters 

mitigates the problem. However, frequent 

interactions between far-away users lead to 

frequent inter-datacenter communication and 
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hence long service latency. In this paper, we aim 

to reduce inter-datacenter communications while 

still achieve low service latency. We first verify 

the benefits of the new model and present OSN 

typical properties that lay the basis of our design. 

We then propose Selective Data replication 

mechanism in Distributed Datacenters (SD3). In 

SD3, a datacenter jointly considers update rate 

and visit rate to select user data for replication, 

and further atomizes a user's different types of 

data (e.g., status update, friend post) for 

replication, making sure that a replica always 

reduces inter-datacenter communication. The 

results of trace-driven experiments on the real- 

world PlanetLab testbed demonstrate the higher 

efficiency and effectiveness of SD3 in 

comparison to other replication methods. 

5. Title: Scaling memcache at Facebook 

Author: R. Nishtala et al., 

Year:2013 

Description: 

Memcached is a well-known, simple, inmemory 

caching solution. This paper describes how 

Facebook leverages memcached as a building 

block to construct and scale a distributed key- 

value store that supports the world’s largest social 

network. Our system handles billions of requests 

per second and holds trillions of items to deliver 

a rich experience for over a billion users around 

the world 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Osterweil et al. present how to generate a 

provenance-based data derivation graph for 

execution of a workflow. Foster et al. propose the 

concept of virtual data in the Chimera system, 

which enables the automatic regeneration of data 

when needed. Deelman et al. present that storing 

some popular intermediate data can save the cost 

in comparison to always regenerating them from 

the input data. Adams et al. propose a model to 

represent the trade-off of computation cost and 

storage cost. The authors propose the CTT-SP 

algorithm that can find the best trade-off between 

computation and storage in the cloud, based on 

which a highly cost-effective and practical 

strategy is developed for storing datasets with one 

cloud service provider. However, the above work 

did not consider the bandwidth cost into the trade- 

off model. 

3.1 Disadvantages: 

 
These existing works performances are not 

enough. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To deal with existing disadvantages, this work 

proposes a novel GT-CSB algorithm that can find 

the best trade-off among computation, storage 

and bandwidth costs in clouds. This trade-off is 

represented bytes the theoretical minimum cost 

strategy for storing and regenerating application 

data among multiple cloud service providers. 

This minimum cost is a very important reference 

for cloud users in the following three aspects: 1) 

it can be used to design minimum cost 

benchmarking approaches for evaluating the cost 

effectiveness in clouds; 2) it can guide cloud 
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users to develop cost effective storage strategies 

for their applications; and 3) it can demonstrate 

the constitution of different costs in clouds and 

help users to understand the impact of different 

workloads on the total cost. 

4.1 Advantages 

This proposed work provides the excellent 

performance. 

5.IMPLEMENTATION 

 User Interface Design 

 
In this module we design the windows for the 

project. In this module mainly we are focusing the 

login design page with the Partial knowledge 

information. Application Users need to view the 

application they need to login through the User 

Interface GUI is the media to connect User and 

Media Database and login screen where user can 

input his/her user name, password and password 

will check in database, if that will be a valid 

username and password then he/she can access 

the database. 

 
 Admin. 

In this project the admin was done handling the 

datacenters. Admin was having following 

operations. Login, Add datacenter regarding 

different data service providers. Respond 

(Accept/decline) to customer data center request. 

View datacenters details. Logout. 

 Data Center 

In this project data centers will store the store 

(Hold) the customer’s data and each data center 

will have different costs as well as capacity for 

storage, transfer, get requests and put requests. 

 Customer (User) 

In this project the customers or users will store 

the data into the cloud across multiple cloud 

providers. A customer was having following 

operations. Registration. Login. Register for 

datacenter. Send datacenter request to admin. 

Store the data into data center. View the stored 

data. Get the data from data center. View the 

prices (Cost for service). Logout. 

 Data Allocation and Resource reservation 

(DAR) 

DAR (Data Allocation and Resource reservation) 

is a mechanism in our project to minimize the cost 

of cloud service across multiple cloud providers. 

Getting the customer requirements when they 

storing the data. Estimate the dominant cost of 

unit data. Finding the minimum cost cloud data 

center. Store data in that data center which have 

a minimum cost. 

6. OUPUT RESULTS 

 
Data Center Details Page 
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Data Center Details Page 

 
Data Center Details Page: 

 

 

 
Data Center Details Page 

 

 

Datasets in Multiple Clouds Page: 
 

 

 
Datasets in Multiple Clouds Page 

Datasets in Multiple Clouds Page 

 

Datasets in Multiple Clouds Page 

 
Registration Form: 

 

 

 
Registration Form 

Registration Successful Page: 

 

 
Registration Successful Page 

Login Form 

 

 
Login Form 
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Details Page  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Details Page 

Admin Request Successful Page: 

 

 
Admin Request Successful Page 

 

7 CONCLUSION 

 

Finding Datasets in Multiple Clouds: 

 

 
Finding Datasets in Multiple Clouds 

Confirm Requesting Form: 

 

 
Confirm Requesting Form 

This work aims to minimize the payment cost of 

customers while guarantee their SLOs by using 

the worldwide distributed datacenters belonging 

to different CSPs with different resource unit 

prices. We first modeled this cost minimization 

problem using integer programming. Due to its 

NP-hardness, we then introduced the DAR 

system as a heuristic solution to this problem, 

which includes a dominant-cost based data 

allocation algorithm among storage datacenters 

and an optimal resource reservation algorithm to 

reduce the cost of each storage datacenter. We 

also proposed several enhancement methods for 

DAR to further reduce the payment cost and 

service latency including i) coefficient-based data 

reallocation, ii) multicast-based data transferring, 

and iii) request redirection-based congestion 

control. DAR also incorporates an infrastructure 

to conduct the algorithms. Our trace-driven 

experiments on a testbed and real CSPs show the 

superior performance of DAR for SLO 
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guaranteed services and payment cost 

minimization in comparison with other systems. 

8. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 
Since more replicas of a more popular 

data item can help relieve more loads from 

overloaded datacenters, in our future work, we 

will study how to adjust the number of replicas of 

each data item to further improve the 

performance of SLO conformance. Further, we 

will conduct experiments against varying 

workload conditions and using other traces. 
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